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1. EDITORIAL 
 

Another year comes to an end and how quickly time passes. I was just starting to work on this newsletter 
when an old friend of mine who now lives in Berlin emailed me with an attachment. The attachment was the 
front page of the Newsletter I used to edit for a different type of organisation and it is dated April 1963. Back 
then I was thanking members for their inputs and I do the same to those who have helped now. 
 
Michael, Steve and others have covered have covered the club’s success during the past year, but I must 
mention how well our club has done and the new respect in which it seems to be held by our local community 
and the gliding movement in general. Apparently at the BGA Management Conference last month some very 
complimentary things were said of us. The 4-page, yes, four full-page, article in the latest issue of S & G is 
fantastic and I’m sure it has made us all feel proud of what we have collectively achieved and continue 
achieving. Thanks to Keith for writing it so well. 
 
Our membership total is excellent and we all welcome our newer members of all ages. In particular we all 
welcome those of you who have come over to us from Wittering following the loss of your airfield. It has also 



been noticeable how, over several weekends, we would not have been able to fly without our newer 
members, both young and old(er). As with any sporting club, the make-up of the membership will change 
over the years, but it is normally a ‘topping-up’ process at best, whereas we are also growing steadily in 
numbers. We have a new member at Christmas who won’t know that he is a member until he opens a 
present from his wife on Christmas Day. It is a surprise for him. 
 
Our instructor base is enhanced by the success of Richard & Tony in achieving the Instructor ratings, so well 
done to both of you and thank you Tony for the excellent article about your training. 
 
We can all look forward to next year when we will see more first solos and the on-going development of our 
pilots of all levels. 
 

2.  CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 
 
I would like to wish everybody a very Happy Christmas and a good soaring New Year. 
 
During this year the club has progressed in many ways for the better. We have: 
 
(1)  Increased the membership with both younger and older members. 
(2)  Two new instructors. Well done Richard and Tony. 
(3)  A third K13 for cross country training and solo flights and to ensure that there are always two 2-seatrers 
available. 
 
I would like to thank Steve, our CFI, for all his valuable services to the club and his instructor team. 
 
Lastly I thank the committee for their help, time and commitment in running the club for the past year. 

3. CFI’s SECTION 

First of all may I wish Seasons Greetings to you all. 

It is good to see the 1st solo's still coming, so well done to those and well done also to Tony & Richard 

on gaining their Assistant Instructor Rating. This certainly strengthens the instructor team. 

We are now in the Winter months & time for annual flight review. Please use this opportunity to refresh, 
learn & improve your flying skills. Yes, your flights with an instructor are an opportunity for them to assess 
your flying skills, but also they are there to make sure you stay safe & are safe to others. It is also a mandatory 
requirement that you read & sign the club’s Flying Orders Book. 

Looking forward to 2015, as I stated in my report at the AGM, it is hoped that the instructors will be holding a 
series of Bronze lectures during January & February with the aim of exams in March & I will also looking into 
holding a NVGC competition over a weekend more news to follow on that. 

Looking back over 2014, the club & its members have achieved some good results. The one to top it all was 
JY’s 500k. He has now set the bench mark.  

Winter flying provides sometimes different flying conditions such as strong winds, cross winds, low sun, 
canopy misting, low temperatures, etc.. My advice to you all if you plan to take a flight & you are sitting in the 
glider awaiting a launch is to just ask your self DO I REALLY WANT TO TAKE THIS LAUNCH?  In fact, this 
question you should also ask yourself before every launch and you might be surprised by your answer. 

Wishing you all & your families a very happy Christmas 

Steve & Jane 

 

4. AIRCRAFT NOTES 



Looking back over the past year’s aircraft maintenance activities, a couple of items stand out as being worthy 
of mention as we look forward to a new year’s flying. 

The revised towing arrangements for the Junior have proved to be effective in protecting the underside of the 
nose, and continue now as an accepted procedure. Thank you to everyone who helped to resolve this 
puzzling problem. 

All of the club’s current aircraft are now sitting on a dedicated hangar trolley for manoeuvring them into and 
out of the hangar. These seem to be working well as we all get familiar with the techniques for moving the 
gliders safely. One word of advice would be to ensure the team moving each glider concentrates on the task 
in hand to keep the trolley on the concrete path to avoid it twisting, with the resultant effect of causing a 
wing to strike a part of the hangar, as has recently happened to the K8. 

As and when the club’s purchase of the new K13, G-DCEX, is finalised we will find the best way to procure a 
6th trolley for that aircraft. 

All our current 5 gliders are in sound airworthy condition, with relatively minor items requiring attention as 
we launch into this season’s maintenance programme. Many thanks are due to the small team of members 
who have helped in the task of keeping the club’s gliders flying throughout the year. That said, we do need to 
take more care of the Junior’s surface finish as it has suffered a few doses of hangar rash that now require 
attention. 

This year’s programme has kicked off with the K6’s Annual Inspection virtually complete now, a persistent air 
leak from the pot pitot in the nose affecting the accuracy of ASI readings having been somewhat difficult to 
detect and reseal. This has taken a few weeks more than originally planned, but that’s what happens with 
maintenance programmes! We will be doing the Junior and CFG simultaneously next, using the January shut-
down to make as much progress as we can whilst we are not flying. 

Looking to the future I would like to see the club’s maintenance facilities improved with a concrete hangar 
floor, and better aircraft equipment and materials storage facilities. The team of members involved in looking 
after the aircraft will also be gradually increased as needs are identified.  

Happy Christmas and safe and enjoyable flying in 2015! 

Alan Wyse 

5. SAFETY SLOT 

Food for Thought: 

On a recent Thursday a number of us took one aircraft, the Junior, out in the afternoon, as the weather had 
cleared up enough for us to have at least one launch each. There was a slight crosswind from the Southwest, 
but only 3-4kts in strength, so I decided that, because the field was soaked, we’d fly from the far end, using 
the peri-track for launching and landing. 

Several flights were completed as the sun made its way down towards the west, and then it was my turn. The 
evening sun was very bright, and although the canopy was clean I put on my sunglasses (which I don’t 
normally need), and proceeded with the launch.  

1500 ft off the cable, hardly any sink, and I had a really enjoyable 10 minutes: that is, until it came to the final 
approach. As I turned finals I realised that I was losing sight of the runway because the sun’s glare was directly 
in my eyes. As I got lower I glanced out of the DV panel and realised that I was about 20 feet on the wrong 
side of the peri-track, heading for, at best, a landing in the crop, at worst?? I had both height and speed and 
therefore took very rapid corrective action, managing to steer back and land on the track, using height 
judgement based on what I’d seen through the DV panel. 

I had not even considered an alternative landing option until the glider came to rest!  The wind-strength had 
dropped to virtually zero, the windsock was hanging like a wet deflated balloon, so the sensible thing would 
have been to check the windsock when I was preparing to go into circuit (lookout is important! ) and then 
conduct a downwind landing. It’s not a recommended move on a busy gliding site, but when you’re the only 



Club aircraft in the air, and you’ve double-checked that there’s no other traffic, it’s a better option than 
crashing. 

Lesson learned:  

1. Experience can lead to complacency (the “I’ve done this dozens of times” syndrome). 
2. LOOKOUT includes windsocks. 
3. Include the potential for downwind landings (as a very last resort) in your ‘Eventualities’ checks. 
4. Instructors are (believe it or not) human, and can sometimes get it wrong, although fortunately they have 

an inbuilt survival instinct which enables them to correct their errors, so don’t worry! 
5. Although not a contributory factor in this story, canopies MUST be cleaned as part of the DI. Use the 

spray and cloths provided, and ensure spray residue (smearing) is properly removed before flying. 
 

Have a safe and happy 2015, 

Roger Emms, NVGC Safety Officer. 

6. GROUND EQUIPMENT STUFF 

I am pleased to be able to say that as of today all the ground equipment is working as it should. We had a 
mini service session during October when the blue parts of the 2-drum winch were re-painted, a new 
windscreen fitted on one side, work was done on the Land-Rovers and the new offset cable towing boom was 
worked on and completed later. Despite a minor disaster when initially tested (an ‘Oh S***’ moment) it now 
works fine and the making of the kit to fit the other Disco with a compatible system is in hand. 

Our January period for deep-servicing now looms large and the detailed schedule for each vehicle and piece 
of equipment will, as always, be put onto the board in the clubhouse. Can I please ask for a significant effort 
from all members who are mechanically-minded. Without ground equipment we simply can’t fly. 

We were very fortunate to be allowed to ‘rescue’ 3 Land-Rovers from Wittering. One is a spares vehicle to 
keep our others going, but the other two are fairly easy to adapt for airfield use. It is intended to add the 
necessary bits to make the Discovery airfield-friendly whilst the Freelander has been taken by Ian (Taylor) to 
the school where he teaches as a project for his students. They will be working on it over several months as it 
currently has a non-working clutch and some other issues. When done it is proposed to keep it in reserve and 
create a stand-by so that if/when one of our other L-R’s eventually gives up we won’t have to worry about 
continuing to operate efficiently. Our thanks are due to the members of the Four Counties Gliding Club and 
we all share their disappointment in the loss of their airfield and thus their club. 

7. ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

The AGM was held on 15th November with 27 Members present to hear and discuss the Committee reports. 
The meeting was successful and quite lively. The official Minutes of the AGM will be published soon, but 
meanwhile, here is a summary of the action. 

The Chairman reported that the Club has progressed in many ways over the year and the Membership is 
increasing. The Membership now consists of over 30% Juniors, which gives brighter prospects for the future. 
Three grants have been secured over the last eighteen months: nearly £10,000 to finance the scholarship 
schemes, just under £5,000 to help the first 17 juniors to keep flying, and at the end of November we will 
have a cheque for £15,000 to purchase the K13 G-DCEX. This will enable training to fly cross country. 

The Treasurer presented the financial report and said there are no immediate financial dramas, but the 
Committee is planning to avoid future problems. There was some discussion and clarification of the 
accounts. 

The Safety Member was able to announce that 2014 has been another safe year in terms of no members or 
guests requiring hospital treatment arising from incidents on the Club premises.  
The Club Operations Manual has been revised, and is available on the website for you to read thoroughly. A 
Code of Practice for Young Persons has now been incorporated into the Operations Manual, and Nyg Parry 
has accepted the role of Child Protection Officer for the Club. 



We now have 12 certified First-Aiders; 9 Club members who qualified on Nov 8th for the next 3 years, and 3 
Club Members who are qualified as part of their full-time jobs.  

The Aircraft Member reported on the aircraft maintenance activities. Over the past twelve months we have 
spent a total of £3408 on aircraft and associated equipment against a budget of £5000. 
Next year the plan is to get the aircraft inspected further in advance of the ARC expiry date and try to 
complete them all before the start of the soaring season. The K6 is already under way, and the Junior and 
CFG will follow next. 
Each of the Club’s aircraft now sits on a dedicated hangar trolley for manoeuvring them into and out of the 
hangar. The Club’s Social Fund has contributed towards the purchase of the trollies. 
We need to take care of the gliders when moving them to avoid damage. Also, regular washing of the gliders 
would maintain their condition and help them to fly better, and clean canopies would definitely contribute 
to improving flight safety. The necessary equipment and materials to keep the gliders clean are available in 
the hangar. 

The PR Member said that the Club has had a very positive year in connection with Press and Publicity 
activities. As a result of the successful Gliding Scholarship Scheme and the attendant publicity, the profile of 
the NVGC within the local area has been raised considerably. This higher profile for the Club has assisted the 
Chairman with his fund raising efforts, as we are able to demonstrate the effectiveness of awards and the 
news stories that they generate. 
We obtained good pre-event publicity for the Open Weekend in local newspapers. In addition there was a 
very successful poster and leaflet campaign covering Ramsey and surrounding areas. Ramsey Millions used 
their social media accounts to publicise the event on our behalf, and BBC Radio Cambridgeshire broadcast 
details at 30-minute intervals on both Saturday and Sunday. As a result of all of this activity the event was as 
successful as we could have expected, taking into account Saturday’s unfavourable weather. 
A large number of features have been successfully placed in local newspapers and in national periodicals 
during the year. 

The Ground Equipment has performed well during the year, following thorough servicing during January. 
The exception was the Nissan Vanette, which had to be scrapped and replaced by a second Land Rover. 
Both winches continue to perform well with only normal minor adjustments being needed. A badly cracked 
windscreen in the 2-drum winch has been changed to one made from polycarbonate. 
The clutch on the Nuffield tractor had to be replaced and this proved to be a heavy and hard job. 
An improved airfield radio system was acquired and is proving to be much better than the old units. On 
Winch1 (twin-drum) the radio is now built-in with an external aerial so that reception is good even inside the 
winch. 
In September we were kindly offered 3 non-running Land Rovers by Four Counties Gliding Club, which was 
closing. It is comfortable to know that the Club should now have no problems with towing/airfield vehicles 
for the foreseeable future. 
During the January shut-down deep level servicing must be carried out in order to continue to have good 
reliability and a schedule will be issued by the end of December. 

The Site Manager reported that the strip will not be cut again this year in order to leave a good carpet of 
grass to protect it in the event of a severe winter. 
The peri track is developing potholes, and the Tractor Compound still needs a roof to be erected. We have 
some materials on site to do the job, but we are waiting to know if our lease will be renewed. 
The excessive ramp at the main entrance needs to be levelled, and this is a job which can be done by 
Members. 
We have now had a new windsock delivered, but the mast needs to be re-engineered to enable the 
windsock to be raised at the start of the flying day and lowered when we finish. This will save it from damage 
by severe weather. 
 The cost of diesel for a winch launch was discussed, and the Site Manager presented information on fuel 
costs. 

The Social Member said the Annual Dinner 2015 has been booked for March 7.  
Social has paid its contribution towards the hangar trolleys. 
Some Members have asked for social events such as quiz nights or summer barbecues. Possibilities were 



discussed. 
The Chairman thanked Di and Ron for their work. 

The CFI reported the Club’s flying achievements over the year. In summary, there were: 
7 First Solos 
2 Full Silvers 
1 100K Diploma 
1 Diamond Distance 
1 Bronze C 
Roy has regained his SLMG Instructor Rating and the Committee is in talks with the Motor Glider syndicate 
about using the Falke for field landing checks, navigation exercises, or cloud flying training. 
The CFI thanked the hard working Instructors for all the good work achieved this year and also to all the Club 
Members who have supported the Instructors. 

A proposal to change the start date of the Membership Year to 1st April was carried. 
Practical details will be announced in due course. 

After a short break, the Committee was re-elected unopposed. 
The following Members were then co-opted by the Committee: 
Child Protection Officer  Nyg Parry  
PR Member   Keith Wilson  
Group Events Co-ordinator Ollie Wilson  
Youth Liaison   Tim Williamson  
Parachute and Strop Manager Tim Williamson  

 Webmaster   Dave Mansfield  
Auditor    Tony Walker   

The Chairman then presented his plan for the forthcoming year. 
Lease renewal negotiations will start after the end of November. 
A priority now is to recruit new Members in the “missing” 30-50 age group, so we have a core of potential 
successors to the current Committee and Instructors. 
We need to develop Juniors as deputies for Club Officers. 
We will have a third K13 mainly for teaching cross-country, and the Chairman would like to see the Club 
develop as a cross country club as well as a training club. 
The Clubhouse needs decorating completely as well as necessary work on the outside. 

The CFI then presented his plan for the forthcoming year. 
Do more than 2014! 
Task Week will start Aug 1st 
Holding a competition over a weekend was discussed, and the Members approved.  
Bronze lectures are planned for Jan/Feb. A lot of early solo pilots need help to get Bronze. 
Crowland is interested in sending their tug over regularly for aerotow currency. 
Let’s be safe and let’s have fun! 

Other Business discussed included the use of modern small loggers, the Great Fen Project, BGA Code of 
Behaviour regarding Juniors, and input for the Club Newsletter. 

8. WHO WANTS to be an INSTRUCTOR?  

The Editor has asked if one of us would write about our recent Instructors course.  I would be happy to do 
this but first I think a little background would be in order. 

About 4 or 5 years ago Richard and I were encouraged to prepare for the BI rating training so that we could 
help with BI flying when needed, Richard on a Sunday and me on a Saturday.  A full season was spent in 
learning the patter, learning to fly from the back seat, then learning to fly from the back and deliver the 
patter, then learning to fly from the back, deliver the patter in time with the glider actions and without 
getting out of position for a circuit (not always successfully).  Eventually, we became good enough to send on 
a course and we set off for what should have been 2 days at Buckminster GC but it turned into 4days with 
lots of extra lectures because of inclement weather - a recurring theme throughout our subsequent training.  



It was hard work, we learned to spin, both ways in a Puchacz and I learned that a Motor glider will spin and 
then transition to a spiral dive really close to the ground. We found our flying skills improved and we 
managed the patter but what we really learned was how to look after our customers not only whilst flying 
but before and after the event. We got our ratings. 

We knew all along that the instructors at NVGC were under terrific strain because of the work load, including 
the welcome expansion of our junior section and so, despite our advancing years, we agreed after only two 
years as BI instructors that we would attempt the new EASA style FI(S) [Flight Instructor (Sailplanes)} 
training.  This replaces the Assistant Category (AsCat) qualifying course for instructors under the old BGA 
regime. It is a modular course rather than an all or nothing as the ass cat still is. 

This further  training  has taken a year and relied upon us doing most of it at our own club with our own 
senior instructors (thanks guys!).  We had a 2 day course at Cambridge (module A) in Feb where we learned 
the ethos of modern training (Threat and Error Management (TEM) - ask about it.) This was one of the first 
sessions of the new syllabus to be taught so there were about 20 trainees there, mainly CFI’ s from other 
clubs to learn what was going on. 

Then it was “heads down” and digest the Instructors Manual then learn how to fly by it whilst talking.  We 
practiced a lot together on Thursdays when the other old Thursday flyers flung us at the sky endlessly 
(Module B………. endless B…..).  We went on an appreciation weekend to The Mynd (Module C) where our 
skills were assessed and at which stage I guess we could have been advised to stop, but, remarkably, 
weren’t.  In this module, only 4 trainees were on board to allow one-on-one tuition. We had with us Cathy 
from Rattlesden and Mike from Usk GC. [Ask sometime about the senior instructor who told us how to fly our 
circuits when he was supposed to be assessing our skills at planning the same].  We also took the Bronze 
exam and both failed – (normal apparently).  Subsequently, this had to be re sat before module D.  We 
learned the depth to which we should be teaching our pupils, I personally learned more in a half-hour flight 
about stalling than I had learned previously in 500hrs of flying.  (If you are a solo pilot I recommend you 
always use your annual refresher flying to ask for something to be taught and stalling is a really good subject 
to make a circuit interesting).  We returned to NVGC with a fresh appreciation of what we should be doing so 
we were fairly ready for Module D—the big one.   

We attended our week long Module D session at Shennington and with activities starting daily at 9.00, we 
stayed in the club’s bunkhouse for the duration.  Cathy was back with us and this time we were 
accompanied by Chris from Portmoke making up the 4 course members. The course was led again by Simon 
Adlard – BGA Senior Instructor together with Dave (the Viking) Crowson from the Long Mynd with Mike Fox, 
BGA National Coach, for two days and the local CFI Rowan Griffin to help on the fifth day to polish off the 
flying.  The weather initially was poor and we did no flying for 2 days.  This was tough on the tutors giving 
endless lectures and equally tough on us the pupils having to role play in ground briefings and other practice 
scenarios.  When we did eventually fly it was bitterly cold and windy.  The 4 pupils and 2 instructors with 2 
K13s and the help of just a winch driver managed 40 launches, mainly cable breaks, in one day, doing all the 
launch point control, logging signalling and glider retrievals ourselves - character building stuff!  Thank 
goodness we had help from the club members when hanger packing at the end of that day. Without going 
into too much detail, which would only make us sound like heroes, the week was tough.  Much of the time 
we had not much idea how we were doing, particularly when there was winch, motor glider and aero tow 
going all at the same time for just the 4 of us in weather we would perhaps not have flown in at home. We 
learned how to talk through aero tow launching and then demonstrate spin off failed winch launches to get 
us back on the ground before going back up and proving we could talk through the differences between 
spiral dives and spins by demonstrating it.  Above all, we learned that we were expected to complete the 
exercises in the Instructors Manual in full and in the order presented. We were told to fully ground brief 
before every flight, including TEM and always have a sortie plan in place before getting in the plane. The final 
day was spent flying Bloggs on both winch and aero tow, now with 3 instructors and 3 aircraft so again a full-
on day.  (Note to self - keep in flying distance of a landing area at all times!  mmm………. ).  At the end of the 
final day we were individually and privately debriefed on how we had done.  We both did ok.  

A few weeks later following successful completion of the course and safely back at Upwood,  Steve arranged 
for Dave Munro – BGA Regional Examiner, to come and test us.  He checked lecture skills, our ground 
briefing skills and our flying skills on both winch and aero tow in a single day session.  Again we passed. 
Thanks to Steve and the rest of the crew on the day for helping to run the field.  



The organisation of the whole course and the enthusiasm with which it has been carried out right from day 1 
was excellent.  Cheerful training in sometimes trying circumstances, but no quarter given for our advanced 
years or for foolish mistakes, has been the consistent approach throughout. If we were not up to the mark 
when we started, we got damn close before finishing.   

Our mutual experience has been that our own general flying skills have been considerably polished to a 
much higher standard whilst learning all the Instructor skills and we would both say to any solo pilots - take 
an instructional flight whenever you can.  You still have hands on the glider and it could be a lot of fun 
finding out how good you really are whilst learning from other people how best to approach the more 
advanced elements of your flying.  Once the season gets going, you can put those skills to the test and put 
some kilometres in your log book and onto the BGA ladder.   

Happy landings.  Tony Walker. 

9. CLUBHOUSE ROOF 

At long last we have a new, strong and waterproof roof on our clubhouse. It has cost the club a great deal 
financially and we need to recoup this cash over the next year, but at least we shall be warm and dry this 
Winter.  

The job was not without its difficulties and the weather at this time of year didn’t help, but it is now all done. 

Our Chairman is going to arrange for a club name sign to be put onto the new white fascia boards which will 
look good. 

Now we can get on with repairing the ceiling inside and sorting out the poor end and rear walls during the 
January shut-down. Anyone willing & able to help should contact Ron as soon as possible.  Painting skills are 
especially necessary with this. 

10 THERE & BACK AGAIN by John Young 

As most will know, John successfully completed a 500 km flight and here is his article on this epic flight – thank 
you John and very well done, (Ed.). 

There and Back again 

or 

500Km from Upwood at last. 

One of the great attractions about Gliding, for me, is there is always another challenge, longer, further, 
higher, faster or just get the most out of the day. Task Week 2014 proved that sometimes the challenges all 
come together in one flight. With a new glider and enough familiarisation flights logged, task week was off to 
a good start with NWK-BIC-UPW 300Km completed with a 60Km final glide and the promise of reasonable 
weather still to come later in the week. 

All flights demand a degree of preparation, I have to say. I've had quite a bit and some memorable flights 
leading to the big one. Wednesday of task week gave another 102Km in the Spatz, but my eye was on the 
Thursday weather with an evening pondering previous tasks, very mindful of the time required and where 
these had gone wrong with changing conditions, so options were still a high priority. 

Settling for KIR - BIC - RAT - UPW (Kirton in Lindsey A/F - Bicester Hanger - Rattelsden GC - Upwood Hanger)  

I declared the attempt at morning briefing, Tony (Vega) was also keen to do the flight, which I was quite glad 
about, radio chat and pair flying has always added interest and a degree of getting more out of the day. 
During final preparation, one eye on the conditions and the long lines on the chart we decided to reverse the 
task, the slightly lower than expected cloud base being the deciding factor, so now it's RAT, BIC, KIR, UPW 
which is still 512km and a long way to go. 



       

Steve arranged the launch point to allow us to get off early and at just after 10:00, we were scratching the 
early lift. I had 20min local before passing the start and was not in any rush at this stage, staying close on 
track using the energy, expecting better as the day improved. Only managed a couple of calls to Tony, after 
passing Newmarket and turning Rattelsden we were not too far apart, still on track but not fast progress 
south of Cambridge (checking my logger, the day started improving about 11:30). 

Unlike last year, there were ample good fields so far and an expectation of a field landing was not a 
distraction and by 12:30 I started to be more selective with the lift and upped the speed, passing Bedford and 
Milton Keynes it started to feel like a good day. 

TP2 and Bicester was in the bag at 3000ft and a degree of comfort with thoughts of heading home if the day 
turns - Hus Bos and home? Always have a fall back, but not now - get on with it. 

The day had been in full swing and I had been late to react to it, so, going up another gear, skirting past 
airfields and avoiding airspace; Silverstone, Northampton, Market Harborough, Leicester and Hus Bos all 
slipped by.  

Running between Nottingham and Grantham gave a good climb and a short top up to just over 5000ft, but 
the sky ahead was turning overcast and decidedly decaying, a quick time check, re-assess while having a bite 
and as I know the area quite well it allowed a review of the options. A bit more west on track, get past 
Newark and the two power stations to the north, by the Trent, should work and keep me clear of R.A.F. 
Scampton (Red Arrows). 

Neither power station gave anything worthwhile and I had been slowing down a bit reaching Gainsborough 
with thoughts of taking anything for a glide to TP3 and so it was, but had to go past the TP to reach the only 
decent cloud in the area. Having had a couple of low points I was starting to feel tired, with a gloomy-end-of-
the-day mood. 

Back overhead Kirton-in -Lindsey I got hit with another mood swing - there was no sign of life on the airfield, 
very empty apart from two gliders parked up, no movement and I suddenly did not want to give up here. 
After over 5.5Hrs, feeling more tired than I normally do and facing a very un inspiring sky, it took me a while 
to get re-focused on the job in hand - stay airborne, back-track clear of Scampton, don't count the kilometres 
just the feet above ground and above all, fly accurately.     

Following the Trent on the home leg the climbs were slower, lower tops but luckily there was still a flicker of 
life in the day. With Newark coming in view, 6.5Hrs into the flight there was a feeling that the task was 
achievable and now I needed to reduce the retrieve distance just in case. Some strange thoughts started to 
impact my thinking now, remembering failed 300Km attempts, being unable to get enough height to get over 
or round Peterborough, being drawn off track to land at Gliding sites rather that pressing on. 

With these in mind I got on with the job in hand but, after one last short climb at Bourne, I made an absolute 
decision - I will not be drawn to Crowland regardless of the dead day. 

In reality the last two stops were probably not needed, pull up - push on, would have done the job -but it did 
give me the chance to pile on the coals for a fast run in and an uncontrolled YEEAHAAA pulling up over the 
finish line. 



My thanks go to all who allowed and helped with the priority launching. 

A special thanks to those that were still on the airfield awaiting the land out call – and who had probably 
wondered why it was taking so long. 

Next Challenges?  

Diamond height - missed it earlier this year in the Spatz by a launch height. 

300Km in Spatz, it will be done - see comments above. 

750Km   mmm,  still getting my mind round that one. 

Editor’s Note:  A super article, John, and a real encouragement to others to emulate you success. By the way, 
John has offered to write a regular contribution to our Newsletter and I feel sure we will all look forward to 
reading his section every issue. I think I’ll call it ‘John’s Jaunts’. 

11. GLIDERS versus WOMEN (For our male members, with apologies to the ladies and thanks to Richard 
Boynton): 

Gliders don't get mad if you 'touch and go’. 

Gliders don't object to a pre-flight inspection 

Gliders come with manuals to explain their operation. 

Gliders have strict weight and balance limits. 

Gliders don't come with in-laws. 

Gliders don't care about how many other Gliders you have flown before. 

Gliders don't mind if you like to look at other Gliders. 

Gliders don't mind if you buy gliding magazines. 

Gliders don't comment on your piloting skills. 

Gliders don't whine unless something is really wrong. 

However, when Gliders go quiet, just like women, it's a bad thing. 

12.  SYNDICATE OPPORTUNITY 

 

 

 

Schleicher ASK 18 

 

 

 

 

Schleicher ASK 18 



There were a total of 38 ASK 18s built between 1974 & 1977.  The fuselage was derived from the Ka 8 and 
used welded steel tube and spruce longerons.  The wings are from the Ka 6E but with 16-metre span.  It is 
covered in fabric and has an Aspect ratio of 19.7 

This particular ASK18 has been owned and flown by 4 Counties Gliding Club RAFGSA from new in 1976.  It has 
a total of approx. 5,500hrs and 19,500 launches with a full instrument panel including LX flarm with Red Box 
IGC and a Becker AR6201 radio. 

I am Phil Willsher, one of your newest members here (a ‘Wittering Refugee’ -  Ed.) at NVGC and because of 
my long involvement with this glider (since new!) and having maintained it since 2007 the RAFGSA have 
allowed me to purchase it for £4,500. We also have an opportunity to obtain a trailer for £1,500. 

I am looking to form a syndicate of 6 members (£1,000 each) to operate the glider at NVGC. 

Any Club members that are interested please contact me at philwillsher@btinternet.com or 07971566851.  I 
will also normally be at the club most Sundays. 

13. DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

Don’t forget the NVGC Annual Dinner on Saturday, March 11th at Ramsey Golf & Bowls Club. Tickets from Di. 

Next Newsletter will be out on or around 30th March 2015. 

Please let me have any articles, photographs, etc. well in advance. 

Task Week is scheduled for the first week in August. 

 

14.  AND FINALLY 

Santa’s Bad Day 

When four of Santa's elves got sick, the trainee elves did not produce toys as fast as the regular ones and 
Santa began to feel the pre-Christmas pressure. 
 
Then Mrs. Claus told Santa her mother was coming to visit, which stressed Santa even more. 
 
When he went to harness the reindeer, he found that three of them were about to give birth and two others 
had jumped the fence and were out, Heaven knows where. 
 
Then when he began to load the sleigh, one of the floorboards cracked, the toy bag fell to the ground and all 
the toys were scattered. 
 
Frustrated, Santa went into the house for a cup of apple cider and a shot of rum. When he went to the 
cupboard, he discovered that the elves had drunk all the cider and hidden the liquor. 
 
In his frustration he accidentally dropped the cider jug, and it broke into hundreds of little glass pieces all over 
the kitchen floor. He went to get the broom and found that the mice had eaten all the straw off the end of 
the broom. 
 
Just then the doorbell rang, and an irritated Santa marched to the door, yanked it open, and there stood a 
little angel with a great big Christmas tree. 
 
The angel said very cheerfully, "Merry Christmas, Santa. Isn't this a lovely day? I have a beautiful tree for you. 
Where would you like me to stick it?" 
 
And so began the tradition of the little angel on top of the Christmas tree. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schleicher_Ka_8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schleicher_Ka_6
mailto:philwillsher@btinternet.com


                                                                              --------------------------------- 
 

If you get bored at Christmas, this is worth a look: 

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/8oqPR5-GLuA?rel=0 
 

----------------------------------- 

Stay out of clouds. The silver lining everyone keeps talking about might be another airplane going in the 
opposite direction.  Reliable sources also report that mountains have been known to hide in clouds.   

----------------------------- 

In a famous SR-71 story, Los Angeles Centre reported receiving a request for clearance to FL 600 (60,000ft). 
The incredulous controller, with some disdain in his voice, asked, "How do you plan to get up to 60,000 feet? 
The pilot, responded, "We don't plan to go up to it, we plan to come down to it." 
He was cleared.   

----------------------------------- 

As all of us, Santa has to take an annual flying check to permit him to continue fly safely. The date was 
arranged and the CAA Flight Examiner duly turned up. Santa got in, did his pre-flight tests and the Examiner 
took his seat and strapped in. Santa was puzzled because the examiner was carrying a 12-bore shot gun. 
Santa tentatively asked why he was so equipped. 

“Well, said the Examiner, “I’m not supposed to tell you in advance, but I’m going to give you a failure of one 
engine on take-off”. 

------------------------------------------ 

Seen in the ads. In Flight International, well, maybe, 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/8oqPR5-GLuA?rel=0


 

 

 

 

 

                                                     and from your editor, all that remains to say is 

                            HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL AT N.V.G.C. 

                         and may 2015 be all that you want it to be 

http://aviationhumor.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/funny-kid-plane-pilot-window.jpg

